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The Progressive Era ( - )
Progressivism in the United States is a broadly based reform
movement that reached its height . Many progressives such as
Louis Brandeis hoped to make American governments better able
to serve the . Chief among these aims was the pursuit of trust
busting, the breaking up very large monopolies, and support
for labor.
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New Progressive America. Twenty Years of Demographic,
Geographic, and Attitudinal Changes Across the Country Herald
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Progressive Era - Wikipedia
Conservatives have an interpretation of the US constitution
that furthers their political objectives. Progressives need
one, too.
The New Progressive Movement - The New York Times
"You will find a no more lucid, unsentimental, or
better-informed précis on the perils and prospects for social
democracy in the U.S. than In Search of Progressive.
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They are most likely the start of a new era in America.
Historians have noted that American politics moves in long
swings. We are at the end of.
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[Michael Lux] on how progressives and the progressive movement
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Second, in keeping with these new principles, progressives
called for the reconstruction of American politics, hitherto
dominated by localized parties, so that a more direct link was
formed between government officials and public opinion.
Supreme court justices are not like umpires at all.
InHenryForddramaticallyincreasedtheefficiencyofhisfactoriesbylarg
Leonard, "At a glance, there is not much here for 21st-century
progressives to claim kinship. Rhetoric and reform in the
Progressive Era. Inspired by crusading Judge Ben Lindsey of
Denver, cities established juvenile courts to deal with
disruptive teenagers without sending them to adult prisons.
AstheindustrialrevolutiontookholdoftheAmericaneconomyandasmasspro
should take their money and purchasing power away from
companies that confuse business and political power.
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